Loop AI Labs Is the Winner of the Innovations Award for
Cognitive Robotics
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. – June, 26th 2019 – Loop AI Labs, a Silicon Valley company ranked
as the leading provider of unsupervised cognitive computing technologies, has been
selected as the winner of the Innovations Award for Cognitive Robotics in the 2019 AI
Breakthrough Awards.
Loop AI Labs won the AI Breakthrough Awards’ Cognitive Robotics program with its
unsupervised Loop Q platform that supercharges workforce productivity by automating
repetitive tasks previously completed by humans,
With over 1,500 nominations this year coming in from all over the world for the AI
Breakthrough Awards, the competition was fierce, and as a winner Loop AI Labs is in great
company – some of the winners from other categories include IBM, Lenovo, UiPath, Bosch,
OpenText, NetApp, Dell Technologies, Verint, Cognizant, Samsung, and an impressive list of
top companies in the AI industry.
“By deploying our Loop Q cognitive computing platform, large enterprise clients see results
quickly: The unsupervised, self-learning Loop Q platform allows for extremely fast
deployment, normally in a matter of days rather than months. Coupled with Loop Q’s
continuous learning capabilities, our clients are able to realize immediate benefits that
adapt to changes within their business processes.” notes Jaana Heikkila, VP of Marketing at
Loop AI Labs.
She continues: “Loop Q understands concepts from all enterprise data in any language.
With its autonomous learning and reasoning capabilities, Loop Q brings human capacity
computing to any automated robotic process, complementing any rule-based software
robots with skills learned from actual human colleagues.”
The hyper-productive smart companies that are automating operations with cognitive
technologies are outpacing the traditional businesses. According to several business
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analysts such as IDC, the trend seems to be that companies that are not investing in
automation now, will not last the next decades.
This is why it is essential to know the right tools for company transformation: The AI
Breakthrough Awards recognize the top companies, technologies, and products in the
Artificial Intelligence industry today, with a comprehensive list of award categories that
recognize the best of AI industry leaders.

About Loop AI Labs Cognitive Computing
Loop AI Labs is one of the few vendors recognized in the cognitive computing industry
market. Currently, it is the only provider to offer a fully unsupervised integrated hardware
and software cognitive platform called Loop Q that is capable of learning and reasoning in
any human language or enterprise lingo. This way, Loop Q enables the development of
cognitive robots that augment or automate human workflows—and entire human teams. For
more information about Loop AI Labs, visit: www.loop.ai.
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